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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A request for proposal for website development was released by the St. Charles
Public Library District, in St. Charles, IL. The statement of purpose cites that the St.
Charles Public Library District seeks proposal from qualified professional website
design and development consultants to redesign the library's website using a
content management system for the purpose of building and maintaining the site.
Jacklyn Bunch of Quinnipiac University created this content strategy proposal to
answer the call for the request for proposal.

Several analyses were performed on SCPLD's current website: an SEO audit, an
accessibility audit, a competitive analysis, a content writing audit, site architecture
analysis, and a competitive analysis.

Results and recommendations are to fill and replace duplicate headers to improve
SEO best practices. For accessibility, filling in missing alt text and alt attributes and
eliminating small text. General content recommendations are to use more images of
the new library space, narrow brand colors down to two, and promote library app,
newsletter, and "ask a librarian" on home page. Re-designing the site architecture by
user age and intent and simplifying the navigation menu options to improve ease of
use.
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INTRODUCTION
Content Strategy is the strategic planning process for things like marketing,
digital design, communications, social media, SEO, CMS, and organizational change.

CONTENT ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
The approach to content strategy consists of a core content strategy with
recommendations on four key components:
Substance: What kind of content do you need, and what messages does it need to
communicate to your audience?
Structure: How is content best prioritized, organized, and displayed?
Workflow: What are the optimal processes, tools, and human resources required
to support your content work?
Governance: How are key decisions about content and content strategy made?

This document sets the state for effective content strategy recommendations and
helps ensure that your content is useful, usable, purposeful, and profitable. Its
purpose is to align your stakeholders on the following factors:
Business goals
Content objectives
Challenges or opportunities
The information and insights in this document were derived from the discovery
phase. To arrive at the findings we performed an SEO audit, an accessibility audit, a
competitive analysis, a content writing audit, site architecture analysis, and a
competitive analysis.
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CURRENT CONTENT ANALYSIS
CONTENT TYPES
SEO Screaming Frog breaks down external content: 59.34% is Unknown, 25.3% is
Other, 15.21% is HTML, and less than 1% is Images, PDF, and JavaScript. Upon
inspection, the majority of the unknown content appears to be catalog search
results. The majority of other content appears to be permanently moved links. Visual
inspection of the website shows several links, some stock images, calendars, and a
home page image carousel.

home page carousel

Facebook post

scpl event page

DISTRIBUTION
Social media channels, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook, are linked on the
SCPL home page. The YouTube channel is updated with a new video a few times a
month. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter are updated daily and all share the same
information with text and images.
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SEO
An SEO analysis was run on the SCPL's website through Screaming Frog SEO Spider.

META DESCRIPTIONS
The results indicate that the site has 879 meta descriptions. 5 meta descriptions are
duplicates and 105 meta descriptions are missing. There is a variety of descriptive
text for the meta descriptions. The shortest description length was 13 characters
and the longest was 380 characters. The "rule" of meta descriptions is to aim
between 70 and 155 characters. 92.61% of meta keywords are missing.
Sample Meta Descriptions:
"The St. Charles Public Library has five study rooms, which are available during
regular Library hours.These rooms may be reserved for free by St. Charles Public
Library cardholders in middle school and older. Study room use is limited to a twohour time period per day.There is a fee of $5.00 per hour with a two-hour maximum
for non-St. Charles Public Library cardholders.There..."
"Chat online Now! Librarians are available to assist you all of the hours the Library is
open.Chat with a Reference Librarian- or -Chat with a Youth Services Librarian."

TITLE ELEMENTS
The website uses different titles for page links and they are descriptive of their
pages. There are 879 total page titles. The shortest title length was 28 characters
and the longest title length was 93 characters. There are 0 missing title elements
and 33 duplicates.
The SCPL website has 863 H1 and H2 headers. 29.66% of H1 headers are missing
and 92.61% of H2 are duplicate.
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ACCESSIBILITY
Website accessibility was measured through the WAVE Web Accessibility
Evaluation Tool and Screaming Frog SEO Spider.
There are 539 website images. 158 images (29.31%) are missing alt text and 78
images (14.47%) are missing alt attributes.

contrast summary

WAVE summary

On the home page, the WAVE summary indicated 6 missing alternative text errors,
11 low contrast errors, 36 alerts, 7 features, and 54 structural elements.
Alerts include redundant links, very small text, and redundant titles.
The spotlight images on the home page carousel are all missing alternative text.
<img class="panopoly-image-spotlight"
src="https://www.scpld.org/sites/default/files/styles/panopoly_image_spotlight/public/gener
al/museum_advendure_pass14_1.jpg?itok=D29wQ_Ol" width="960" height="560" alt="">

home page carousel
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WRITING
The writing throughout the website is clear, appropriate, informative, and
consistent. There are no grammatical errors and is easy to follow for all audiences.
The text colors correlate with their logo. H1 and H2 headers are dark blue,
paragraph text is black, links are teal, and important information is orange.

links

payment

important

headers
logo

Example of writing and color usage:
"The Huntley Community Room is located on the main level of the Library overlooking the
terrace garden. The room has a maximum capacity of 100 people. This room is 1,334square feet with a small kitchenette. The room can be divided by a retractable wall for
smaller groups."

located on meeting rooms page
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ARCHITECTURE

DESKTOP

home page - desktop version

SCPL has a main menu with 7 header links and 55 drop down menu links. The
navigation is intuitive for finding information about the library and looking for
catalog materials. Things like events, services, and resources are mixed between
several drop down menus.
There is a catalog search function and a site search function. The search function for
both features are excellent. Finding books and media on the catalog search are easy.
When prompted, "library card" in the search function, "Getting Your Library Card"
was the first search result.

MOBILE

home page - mobile version

mobile menu

The mobile version of SCPL's website is useable. The pages load quickly and there is
an expected hamburger menu. Upon clicking the hamburger menu and selecting a
main menu option, all secondary and tertiary options are open by default, with 35
options under just one main menu option.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
An analysis of the website compared to competitors.

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Website is easy to read

Navigation is unorganized

Search function works great
All information is fresh and
updated

OPPORTUNITIES
Promote newly renovated
building
Promote library app
"Ask a Librarian" pop-up
window
Integrate social media into
website
Re-structure important
information to the top

Too many duplicate links
Too many brand colors used

THREATS
Other local libraries
https://www.aurorapubliclibrary.org/
https://gpld.org/
http://www.gailborden.info/
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CONTENT STRATEGY
Strategy statement and messaging framework.

CORE STRATEGY STATEMENT
The core strategy statement answers fundamental questions for providing the right
content, to the right people, at the right time, for the right reasons.
Content Product
Provide a user-facing, accessible, and intuitive re-designed website.
Audience
Library users of all ages, educators, and information seekers.
User needs
To have a unique and engaging experience on the SCPL website while easily
finding the information they need.
Business goals
To reduce customer service costs and improve customer satisfaction.
To reduce customer service costs and improve customer satisfaction, we will
provide a user-facing, accessible, and intuitive re-designed website that makes
library users of all ages, educators, and information seekers feel they are having a
unique and engaging experience on the website while easily finding the information
they need.

MESSAGING FRAMEWORK
The messaging framework builds upon the core strategy statement and gets more
specific about how the users' needs align with content.
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PRIORITIZATION

How you determine your site's content and importance to users and business.

PRIORITIZATION TABLE
According to the RFP, the target audience includes current and prospective library
users of all ages and staff. Secondary clients include educators, information seekers
in general and other libraries.
A prioritization table was created to determine what the target audiences' focus
would be on the website, and to help layer in business goals.
This table features:
Content you should focus on because it is important to your business and
audience.
Content you want to drive people to because it's beneficial to you.
Content you need to guide users to because it is important to them.

USER SCENARIO

I am an adult looking for
a book from my favorite
author that was just
released.

I am a parent looking for
a fun event to attend
with my young child.

I am a librarian looking to
see if SCPL carries a book
to transfer via
Interlibrary loan.

I am a librarian looking to
see if SCPL carries a book
to transfer via
Interlibrary loan.

USER SEGMENT

FOCUS

DRIVE

GUIDE

CURRENT ADULT

Online catalog
Catalog search
Place hold on book
Book description and
specifications
Similar books

Museum passes and
discounts
Newsletter
Social media
Mobile app

Book drop information
Book club
Loans, fines, and fees
information
Hours and directions
SPCL account

CURRENT YOUTH/PARENT

Kids event calendar
Information on events
Registration

Social media
Events calendar
Newsletter

Homework Help
Ask a librarian instant
chat

PROSPECT

Hours and directions
Cards and borrowing
books information
Information on events
Information about the
Library

Events calendar
Newsletter
Social media
Mobile app
Museum passes and
discounts

Equipment & services
at the library
Online Catalog

OTHER LIBRARY

Online catalog
Catalog search
Place hold on book
Book description and
specifications
Interlibrary loan

Equipment & services
at the library
Employment
opportunities

Loans, fines, and fees
information
Hours and directions
Outreach and delivery
services
Ask a librarian instant
chat
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CONTENT

Documents the different types of content for a website.
Detailed definitions of elements and their relationship to each other.

CONTENT MODEL
The Core Content Model takes the focus off website homepages as search engines
become a popular way for users to find content. A content model provides insight on
what information should go on each page. After website visitors find their
information, where do you want to send them next?
This table features:
Goals and business objectives that you want to achieve.
Correlating core lists and pages.
Core page content to achieve the goals of both the organization and the user.

GOAL

Provide easy access to
information about the
library.

Unique and engaging
experience for visitors as
they learn more about
the library and its
programs and events.

Increase visibility and
encourage usage of the
Library and its services,
both in-house and online.

Provide a website that
makes online library
services and materials
easily available to remote
and mobile users.

CORE LIST

ABOUT

EVENTS

SERVICES

CATALOG

CORE PAGE

ABOUT SCPL

PAGE CONTENT
Location
Contact info
Employment
opportunities
Policies & procedures
Live chat
Social channels

AN EVENT

Event description
Pricing
Payment
Calendar
Registration
Upcoming events
Social channels

A SERVICE

Service description
Pricing
Payment/Booking
Fines/Policies
Live Chat
Other services

ONLINE CATALOG

Catalog
Search
Live Chat
Social Channels
Booking
Sign-In
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ORGANIZATION
Sitemap of core lists and core pages.

SITEMAP
This sitemap is an organized illustration to show how content can be re-structured
within the menu of the website. Sitemaps reveal how users want to find information,
rather than the organizational structure of the company.
This illustration features:
Core Lists
Core Pages

Core Lists

Core Pages
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PRESENTATION
Wireframe examples of core pages.

mobile and desktop mockups

These wireframes are examples of key page types that make up the website. The
wireframes outline content components and their order of importance.

adult events - core page

services at the library - core page

groups & clubs - core page
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WRITING STYLE GUIDELINES
Style-guides document how you want to talk to your audience and
establishes specific guidelines you want your writers to follow.

STYLE GUIDE
The audience is seeking information, the tone needs to be clear and friendly for all
audiences to understand and feel welcome. The voice of the writer needs to invoke
that these are experts (librarians) who can provide the best services and resources.
Message:
We support the learning of the individual and foster the spirit of the community.
Language:
Simple and clear.
Tone:
Informative and friendly.
Content:
Relevant information on the library and its services.
Voice:
Trusted experts who can provide the highest standards in service and resources.

BEST PRACTICES
Write clear, simple, and effective content
Front-load important information
Cover only one topic per paragraph
Be concise
Use active voice
Create lists over long paragraphs
Use clear headers and subheaders
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KEY FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

SEO
There are several missing and duplicate H1 and H2. Filling these headers will help
search engines find your pages more easily.

ACCESSIBILITY
Fill in missing alt text and alt attributes to better serve all audiences and
accessibility. Eliminate small text where possible and replace the light blue text links
with a higher contrast color.

IMAGES & CONTENT
Use more images of the newly built library to attract visitors and share on social
media channels. Integrate social media into the website. Use less stock images and
share more curated content. Narrow using brand colors on website and text to two
colors, instead of four. Promote library app and newsletter on home page. Promote
"ask a librarian" using a pop-up window.

ARCHITECTURE
Re-design the site architecture by user age and intent. Simplify menu options and restructure important information at the top.

MEASURING SUCCESS
Track new library app downloads.
Track new newsletter signups.
Track how many people use the "ask a librarian" tool and for what purpose
Track what path visitors take when arriving on the website.
Track social media analytics.
Ask users to complete a survey based upon website redesign.
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NEXT STEPS
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
A base set of content roles and responsibilities is needed to create content that
helps you achieve your content strategy. This can be used to document what teams
and people are responsible for content tasks. Here is a list of roles:
Site Structure Specialist
Content Manager
Content Owner
Content Creator
Content Editor
Project Manager
Subject Matter Expert
Reviewers
Publisher

STEPS FOR CONTENT CREATION
This is a high-level workflow diagram. The dark blue boxes represent steps that may
not be necessary. The workflow should be communicated by everyone involved with
content.

content workflow
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NEXT STEPS
CONTENT LIFECYCLE
Content isn't a one-way street, it is a continuous flow. The lifecycle diagram depicts
the stages of the ideal lifecycle of content. Reassessing your strategy regularly is
important. If your business model changes or priorities change, you can easily pivot
your strategy and flow of content.

content lifecycle

NEXT STEPS
Provide feedback and clarification by February 17.
Once finalized, we will begin work on the core content strategy and related
recommendations.
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